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Bridge repairs start on Marshall Road over US-400

Repairs have started on the Marshall Road overpass over U.S. 400 west of Dodge City. The work will require temporary lane closures on U.S. 400. Flaggers will direct traffic through the work zone. Drivers should be prepared to stop. Traffic on Marshall Road should not be impacted.

The overpass, located on the stretch of U.S. 400 connecting U.S. 50 to U.S. 56 west of Dodge City, was struck by an excavator being hauled on a flatbed trailer last November. The Kansas Department of Transportation has contracted with PBX Corporation & Subsidiary, of Sapulpa, Oklahoma, at a cost $64,308, to repair the bridge. KDOT expects the work to be completed by early July, depending on weather.

If you have questions on this project, you can call Joyce Muhlenbruch, Construction Engineer, at 620-227-6122 or Kirk Hutchinson, KDOT Southwest Public Affairs Manager, at 1-877-550-5368 (toll free).

You can stay aware of all road construction projects across Kansas at www.kandrive.org or by calling 5-1-1. To learn more about this and other T-WORKS projects, visit www.ksdot.org/tworks.
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